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QUESTION 1

Which of the following components has a direct influence on the logistics processes? (Choose four) 

A. Material Management 

B. Plant Maintenance 

C. Quality Management 

D. Production 

E. Logistics Execution 

F. Sales and Distribution 

Correct Answer: ADEF 

 

QUESTION 2

In sales order the shipping point is determine at a particular level. At what level the shipping point determined? 

A. The shipping point is determined in the order at header level 

B. The shipping point is determined in the order at item level 

C. The shipping point is determined in order at both header and item level 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What are the features of shelf life expiration date strategy for removal of stocks? (Choose three) 

A. It is a variation of the LIFO strategy 

B. The criterion for stock removal is expiration date of the quant, not the goods receipt date 

C. We activate this by company code in Customizing and setup the check for each separate movement type 

D. When we post a goods movement, the system prompts us to enter the date of manufacture and calculates the shelf
life expiration date of the material on the basis of the total shelf life. 

E. We activate the shelf life expiration date update at quant level for a warehouse number. 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following document types is used in the goods issue process? 

A. Inbound delivery 

B. Service order 

C. Planned order 

D. Production order 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Your organization does not want to use "addition to existing stock" for storage bin. Which of the following is the best
reason for this? 

A. It allows addition to existing stock 

B. It will allow the material of same type if the quant criteria are same 

C. It cause the storage bin to be loaded with more materials 

D. The goods receipt date of the quant being added is lost when the quants are merged. This means that the quant will
refer to the goods receipt date of the first putaway 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

How the picking location determined for a delivery item? (Choose two) 

A. The rules shipped in the standard system are MALA, RETA and MARA 

B. The system determines the picking location based on a rule defined in the delivery type 

C. The system determines the storage location when it creates the outbound delivery 

D. The storage location entered in the order item is not used in the outbound delivery 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 7

What are the features if storage type with putaway strategy B? (Choose three) 

A. Each addition to existing stock in a storage bin generates a new quant with separate information 

B. The employee can decide which storage units are removed during stock removal 
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C. During the stock removal process specific storage unit are proposed 

D. It uses FIFO principle for stock removal 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 8

What makes a storage type an interim storage type? 

A. It starts with the number "9" 

B. It does not have a putaway or picking strategy 

C. It is physically located near a warehouse door 

D. It is assigned to a WM movement type 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

When a goods are received the transfer orders for the same is created automatically in the background. Which of the
following factors influence the same? 

A. Inventory Management movement type 

B. Warehouse Management movement type 

C. Warehouse Management requirement type 

D. Inventory Management/Warehouse Management interface table 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What are the options available for delayed update of the stock removal data in the outbound delivery during transfer
order confirmation? (Choose three) 

A. Update the outbound delivery after confirmation a transfer order item 

B. Cumulative update of the outbound delivery after confirmation of the last item in the transfer order 

C. Update the outbound delivery after confirming the last transfer order if there was an order split 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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QUESTION 11

Which of the following product does not form the part of SAP SCM? 

A. SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization (SAP APO) 

B. SAP Strategic Enterprise Management (SAP SEM) 

C. SAP ERP Central Component (SAP ECC) 

D. SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You materials are handled in batches, and during the delivery of items it is possible that materials can be delivered from
different batches. How can we handle this process? (Choose three) 

A. Manually in the batch split screen of the delivery item 

B. Using automatic batch determination when creating the sales order 

C. In Warehouse Management 

D. Through manually triggered batch determination in the batch split screen 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 13

During transfer order creation when do the search for storage bin takes place? 

A. Before the storage type search 

B. After the storage type search 

C. Before the storage section search 

D. After the storage section search 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

How a material which is in an interim storage area in the receiving warehouse posted into warehouse? 

(Choose two) 

A. The material is posted to warehouse using the transfer requirement 
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B. The material is posted to warehouse using a transfer order 

C. The operation end with the confirmation of transfer requirement 

D. The operation end with the confirmation of transfer order 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 15

There are several indicators which are maintained in the material master to control the stock removal activities at
material level. Which of these indicators are correct? (Choose three) 

A. Special movement indicator 

B. Storage type indicator for stock removal 

C. Bulk storage indicator 

D. Two-step picking indicator 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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